Police and IT Managers Have New
Arsenal to Combat Data and Laptop
Theft
New Website Pools Best Resources and Tools to Provide to Users and Law
Enforcement
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – July 10 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — America’s IT Managers and
Law Enforcement are angry. They are frustrated with the amount of stolen
computers, data loss and associated identity theft that has been permeating
the media as of late. One of the key issues is the availability of a reliable
site with resources and tools to provide the education and information needed
to help fight computer theft.

After more than six months of ongoing discussion with Law Enforcement and IT
Management, CyberAngel Security Solutions, Inc. has re-built its Web Site
(www.TheCyberAngel.com) to help provide those needed resources and tools.
“After discussing the problem with law enforcement and industry players
alike, we found that we are in a unique position to provide a free solution
that is related to our core business,” said Bradley Lide, President of CSS,
Inc. “By offering unique sets of research and resources to both the IT staff

researching solutions and to law enforcement officials investigating a crime,
we bring our expertise to assist in the continuing education of security
issues.”
CyberAngel Security Solutions, Inc.’s new Web Site has a dedicated Resource
Center for IT professionals and consumers wishing to research information
about data theft and compliance issues. Also now featured is a Law
Enforcement area that pulls resources from all over the web to assist
investigators in doing their jobs.
The “LEA Toolbox” is for qualified law enforcement officials only, and the
authentication protocols reflect increased security for this area. This
authentication usually involves an e-mail from a government domain and/or a
phone call to verify your identity. Both the Resource Center and the LEA
Toolbox will be continually updated with current information and resources as
available and as we form new business relationships.
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Visit the new site at: www.TheCyberAngel.com.
About CyberAngel Security Solutions, Inc.:
If you would like more information on this topic, please call Mitchell Neff
at 800.501.4344 x106 or e-mail Mitchell at mneff@thecyberangel.com.
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